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                    Unlearn and relearn with us, for a life-changing experience!

                    Welcome to 
Emotion in Motion®

                    
                        Hire a Coach Now
                        View Podcasts
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                        Speaker

                        Empowering Minds: Embracing Education, Wisdom, and Motivation

                        Read More 
                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                        Coaching

                        Unlocking Individual Genius: Nurturing Potential through Values-Based Coaching

                        Read More 
                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                        Facilitation

                        Guiding Authentic Collaboration: The Art of Facilitation

                        Read More 
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                        Our mission is to reignite your inner passion and empower you to lead an embodied life. Join us as we disrupt and support positive change. Together, we'll inspire the world and embrace a unique approach to self-discovery and growth.

                        At Emotion in Motion®, our mission is to reignite your inner passion and help you discover your authenticity and niche. Just like influential figures such as Richard Branson, Oprah Winfrey, Elon Musk, JT Foxx, Ingrid Van Der Veldt, and Jim Carrey, we believe in disrupting the status quo and embracing unique paths to success every day.

                        Our approach focuses on empowering you to walk your talk and lead an embodied life by relearning thinking patterns and embracing resilience techniques. As an empowered change master, you'll learn to think innovatively and embrace a mindset of continuous growth.

                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        “Picture this: I was sitting with Lioness on a private venue in South Africa when she shared with me a transformative gift. It felt like a delicious, bubbly, and smooth experience, igniting a profound realization of my purpose and potential. That moment in nature sowed a seed of growth and creativity that has been steadily developing ever since.” CharlotteD_Muse

                        Now, as the bright sun rises from the long, speckled grey dawn, we usher in a new age of fearlessly embracing our unique stories and doing great things for humanity. At Emotion in Motion®, we celebrate the beautiful differences between men and women in business, cherishing the individuality and diversity that make us gloriously unique.

                        Are you ready to fearlessly redefine your life story and create the prosperity you've always dreamed of but felt just beyond your grasp? 

                        Join us on this transformative journey of self-discovery and unlearning, as we unlock the knowledge of your true Genius potential in the new world.

                        Embrace the ultimate gift to yourself: the power to unlearn and relearn, paving the way for a life-changing experience that will forever elevate your existence.

                        Ps - Avoid judging your book solely by its cover; there's an extraordinary experience waiting for you within these pages that will shape your future, your life in ways you never thought possible.  Embrace your Emotion in Motion®, and let's embark on this transformative journey together.
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            Crafting Excellence: A Special Approach for DIY Enthusiasts

            Revolutionize Your DIY Game with Laser-Fast Strategies and Results in various topics 

        

        
            Find out more on My Hidden Genius
        

    







    
        
            What Our Clients Have To Say

            See More

        

        
            
                
                    [image: ]I recommend that all executives in Southern Africa spend at least 30 minutes with Charlotte. I have seen her transform lives with her programmes. Her wise words are a blessing to discerning hearts. Bless you my friend and never give up.
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                    Tafadzwa E. Muguti
                    Director of Investment and Economic Transformation, ZanuPF Zimbabawe
                

            

            
                
                    
                        [image: ]We have recently used Charlotte to facilitate a Teambuilding Session and an Effective Communication Workshop. Charlotte had a difficult audience as it was from basic workers to management level and different team dynamics.
                        Charlotte, was extremely well prepared and organised. She connected with each person individually, made it loads of fun with lots of surprises to keep the team entertained throughout. Charlotte also facilitated a lot of casual and structured interaction and ensured that the content was applied in reality which will ensure that going forward this will be practically applied. I can recommend Charlotte as facilitator without hesitation, she takes professional pride in her presentation and planning. Our team felt that this training was extremely useful, they loved it and had fun in the process.
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                    Ilza Van Niekerk
                    Global Groups
                

            

            
                
                    [image: ]The Hidden Genius Cards have helped me to accept where I am currently in life and embrace who I am as well as helped me define realistic activities to achieve realistic goals while understanding the challenges in myself better.
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                        [image: ]                            Charlotte facilitated the “Lumina Splash” personality and characteristics evaluation for my HR Team at our 2023 HR Strategy getaway session.
                        We are 11 HR specialists in varying sub disciplines, three of whom recently joined the team, so there are lots of new dynamics in the team as well. I thought it a good idea to utilise the services of an external professional, and therefore I requested Charlotte to assist me in this regard. She presented the information in a logical , yet fun manner which landed well with the entire team.  It’s important for delicate matters such as strengths and weaknesses to be presented with utmost care and in a manner that is non-threatening to the team and result in the harnessing the best of all the personalities on board. The session was well received and was a huge success. It was particularly valuable for me as the leader of this team to better understand how people respond in certain situations. Thank you Charlotte!!
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                    Group HR Director
                

            

        

    







    
        
            
                
                    
                        Subscribe to Our Newsletter!

                        Subscribe Newsletter
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                        Don’t Hesitate to 
Contact Me

                        Contact Me Now
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                                (+27)-83-263-2913
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                                coach@emotioninmotion.co.za
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